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Protecting the Other Back Door to the Network 
with Key Control Systems
Posted on September 19, 2016 

According to CiscAccording to Cisco, 39 percent of IT professionals 
report encountering an employee accessing 
unauthorized areas of a company network or facility. 
These and other disturbing statistics regarding 
physical and logical security are having an impact 
on how organizations are protecting valuable data. 
Continue reading

Key Inventory Systems Support Biometrics 
for Enhanced Security
Posted on October 21, 2016  

A number of recent articles hA number of recent articles have put forth the 
proposition that the password as a security 
measure is dead. The reasons listed are many, 
including how easily they are forgotten, the 
password is weak or easily guessed and how 
quickly cyber criminals can get around them. Not 
mentioned in these articles but posing a similar 
challenge is the use of PINs or smart cards as challenge is the use of PINs or smart cards as 
security measures. Continue reading

Fernando’s Blog

Casino Journal, “In Today’s Connected World, the 
Only Sure Way to Protect Key Management Is by 
Encrypting It All.” Click here to view 

Making Headlines

Domestic
•  UCLA, CA – KeyWatcher Touch

•  Oak Crest Village, MD – KeyWatcher   
    Illuminated 

•  Total Systems Services, GA –    
    KeyWatcher Touch

•  NW Florida •  NW Florida Reception Center, FL –   
    KeyWatcher Illuminated 

International
•  US Embassy, Saudi Arabia –    
    KeyWatcher Touch

•  Marriott Hotel, Canada – KeyWatcher  
    Illuminated

•  Blacktown Ci•  Blacktown City Council, Australia –   
    Multiple KeyWatcher Touch systems

•  Belmond Hotel Caruso, Italy –    
    KeyWatcher Illuminated

Be Sure to See Us
•  Expo Protection, in Paris – 
    November 7–9

•  ISC East, in New •  ISC East, in New York – 
    November 16–17

Global Sales Highlights

MW to Protect Third Bosphorus Bridge      
KKeyWatcher will soon be helping protect the Third 
Bosphorus Bridge (aka the Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge) in 
Istanbul, Turkey. At 322m tall (1,056 ft), the bridge is 
the tallest suspension bridge in the world, the second 
tallest bridge overall, and one of the world’s widest 
(almost 60m across)! It just goes to show: even the 
mightiest structures out there can benefit from 
streamlined management of streamlined management of keys and other assets. 

KeyWatcher Touch Steals the Show at 
Security Essen 
The team had an outstanding showing at this The team had an outstanding showing at this year’s 
Security Essen, which saw more than a thousand 
companies exhibit. We’re very happy to report that the 
latest under-the-hood enhancements to KeyWatcher 
Touch got an enthusiastic response from visitors in a 
number of industries. As always, thanks to the whole 
team for your hard work! 

Twitter Chooses KeyWatcher Touch
Morse will soon be securing the headquarters of 
Twitter. The company, which boasts more than 300 
million monthly active users, will be using KeyWatcher 
Touch to help ensure safety and security in its San 
Francisco offices.

The The Touch boasts a range of features that make life 
easier for security, and has also proven its appeal to 
other tech giants like Amazon and Microsoft. Instant 
email and SMS notifications can let management 
know the instant a key is overdue, and the system 
automatically logs all key activity, vastly simplifying 
the process of key tracking. (Not to mention support 
for a for a variety of access-control and other integrations!)
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